


Maximize Your MAP’s Potential 

So your company decided to join the ranks of successful marketers using a Marketing 

Automation Platform (MAP). You went through the whole process of platform selection, 

implementation and training, but maybe so far the system is not paying off like you 

expected. Some of the most common reasons for this include:

>  Not having a solid strategy in place 

>  Not taking the time for proper set up

>  Trying to automate too much, too quickly

>  Lack of adoption/reluctance from employees 

Whatever the reason, it’s not too late to turn things 

around and take advantage of all the things marketing 

automation has to offer. After all, 91% of the most suc-

cessful users agree that marketing automation is “very 

important” to the overall success of their marketing 

across channels. It’s time for you to start capitalizing on 

MA for your company’s success as well.

You already know the main features of your MAP (man-

aging contacts, sending emails, etc.), but this eBook will walk you through 7 surprising 

ways to generate leads and make the most of your MAP’s potential that you might not 

know about.
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91%
of the most successful 

users agree that 
marketing automation 

is “very important” 
to the overall success 

of their marketing 
across channels. 
(Marketo/Ascend2)

7 SURPRISING WAYS TO 
GENERATE LEADS 

with Your Marketing Automation Platform



According to a 2016 survey, the most significant barrier to marketing automation suc-

cess is the lack of an effective strategy (52%). It’s important to understand that MA is 

simply a tool and your marketing strategy is what drives it.

Your MAP is going to become the physical manifestation of your sales pipeline. One of 

the first things you need to do is have your sales and market-

ing teams sit down and determine common terminology for 

that pipeline. What do you consider an open lead? A market-

ing qualified lead? A sales accepted lead? When does a lead 

become an opportunity?

Some businesses may have more stages in their sales funnel 

than others. Whether you have 3 or 12, you’ll be creating 

“buckets” in your MA system so you can assign contacts to 

the appropriate stage. This segments your audience.

If your sales and marketing teams don’t agree on these defi-

nitions up front, your salespeople may end up wasting time 

chasing leads that aren’t well qualified--which can impact their close rates. It is easy to 

blame these issues on the MA tool itself, and that can negatively impact employees’ 

confidence and adoption rates.

52%
According to a 2016 

survey, the most 
significant barrier to 

marketing automation 
success is the lack of 
an effective strategy.

(Ascend2)

REVIEW YOUR 
SALES FUNNEL

& Create Common Definitions
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STOP WASTING TIME 
CHASING LEADS THAT 

AREN’T WELL QUALIFIED. 

Also take the time to think about what other types of contacts you have in your system 

– employees, partners, vendors, clients, etc. Everyone should be categorized in your 

MAP, so you can ensure that each contact is getting messaging that is pertinent to who 

they are or where they are in your funnel. 

Another way to segment your contacts is to associate them with specific products or 

services. Users can do this themselves, if you allow them to choose their interests when 

they fill out a form on your site, or if your site has them establish a user profile. You can 

also automatically determine the products or services your users are most interested 

in, based on their behavior – such as what pages they visit on your website or what 

resources they download.

Review Your Sales Funnel & Create Common Definitions
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Content mapping is one of those things that you need to do whether you have a mar-

keting automation tool or not, but if you want your MAP to really work, you need to start 

by making sure you’re engaging the right people at the right time with the right mes-

sage. 

Your MAP can push content out to whatever groups you want, but you need to make 

sure you have a repository of content that your prospects will value. 

First, let’s briefly touch on buyer personas. These are  

research-based, generalized representations of your ideal 

customers that you develop so your marketing and sales 

teams have a clearer understanding of who they are trying  

to market to. 

Some companies have a single buyer persona and others 

have many. We typically suggest you start by developing 

three personas: the end-user, the decision-maker and the 

financial authority since they have different priorities and concerns that will need to be 

addressed throughout the buyer’s journey. The end user might be looking for soft-

ware that is easy to learn, while the decision-maker may care more about ROI, and the 

financial authority might be more interested in contractual terms. These are three very 

different conversations.

Start by developing 
three personas: 

the end-user, the 
decision-maker 

and the financial 
authority. 

MAP CONTENT TO  
DIFFERENT PERSONAS
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at the various stages of the Buyer’s Journey



Once you’ve developed your personas, imagine each buyer in the different stages 

of the buyer’s journey, and what challenges they will face at each stage. Create con-

tent that directly answers back to the pain points you’re trying to solve. Every piece of 

content should serve a purpose and match an individual persona’s need at one of the 

buyer’s stages listed below. Not only will your topics vary, but also the types of content 

you offer. The stages of the buyer’s journey include:

Map Content to Different Personas at the Various Stages of the Buyer’s Journey
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>  Learn – the buyer realizes they have a problem and 

starts to look at materials about it. 

>  Solve – the buyer starts to research how to solve their 

problem and discovers different solution options. 

>  Compare – the buyer starts to compare different 

solutions. For example, they weigh the pros and cons of 

different options, request detailed materials, and set up 

meetings with solution providers. 

>  Purchase – the buyer decides to purchase a solution, 

and which solution to purchase. In this stage they may 

be reviewing pricing plans, contracts and going through 

negotiations.

>  Loyalty – in the final stage, the buyer has become your 

customer and wants to feel nurtured and appreciated. 

They may need onboarding documents, welcome 

packets and other helpful materials that will ensure they 

get the most from their new solution. 



People at the beginning of the buyer’s journey may prefer tip sheets, infographics and 

blog posts, while those in the middle may be more interested in eBooks, webinars and 

case studies. Finally, those on the verge of making a purchase may be more engaged 

by free trials, live demos, estimates and consultations.

It’s also important to understand that not everyone will be at the beginning of the buy-

er’s journey when they come to your site. In fact, due to self-directed research, studies 

show that by the time you get an inquiry, the B2B lead is already 57% of the way toward 

making a purchasing decision (CEB).

So basically, you need to ensure that your business develops content that addresses 

the pain points of each of your personas, in each stage of the buyer’s journey, using the 

most appropriate content type for each. This can be a lot of content.
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A typical B2B lead is

57%
of the way towards 
making a decision 

before reaching out to 
a potential vendor. 

2 Map Content to Different Personas at the Various Stages of the Buyer’s Journey



To give you a rough idea of how much content is needed, consider this simple  

content formula:

If you have more than three buyer personas, or offer multiple products or services that 

you need to answer questions about, your content needs can grow exponentially.

According to the Content Marketing Institute, marketers are now spending an average 

of 29% of their marketing budgets on content creation; and the companies that really 

see results are spending up to 50% of their budgets on content alone. So you should 

make this a top priority.

Content Inventory

The good news is that you may already have existing content that can meet these 

needs. To determine what you have – and what you need to create – perform a content 

inventory/audit. 

Build a spreadsheet that lists all of your existing content – blog posts, articles, white-

papers, videos, etc. and indicates the topics covered, the questions answered, the 

persona it addresses and their stage in the buyer’s journey. Also ensure that you have 

sufficient content for each of your products or services.
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1. End User
2. Decision-Maker
3. Financial-Authority

1. Learn
2. Solve
3. Compare
4. Purchase
5. Loyalty

1. What?
2. Why?
3. How?
4. Who?
5. What’s next?

Personas Buying Stages FAQs Content Needed

XX = 75

2 Map Content to Different Personas at the Various Stages of the Buyer’s Journey



As you build this inventory, note gaps in your content and prioritize areas that haven’t 

been covered. Once you’ve identified those gaps, you can start to brainstorm new 

content ideas.

This is also a good time to assess what existing content you have that you might be 

able to repurpose. You can download our content map template here.

Content Calendar

Now that you have a solid sense of what content you have, as well as what content you 

need to produce, you can create your editorial calendar. This can be a spreadsheet that 

is similar to your content inventory, and features the same mapping elements, but looks 

forward instead of back. 
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Your content calendar is a vital planning tool to manage and propel your content strat-

egy. Include dates for important business events (tradeshows, presentations, speaker 

opps, annual meetings) and then you can plan content to surround and support those 

events. Track additional information on your calendar including due dates (drafts and 

publication), content author, status, promotional channels and more.

Plan out your calendar as far ahead as is feasible, but allow for flexibility as new  

topics arise.

Once you have your content inventoried and planned out, you’ll be able to direct  

segments of your prospects to resources that are targeted specifically for them with 

your marketing automation tool, making your email sends and lead nurturing strategies 

more effective.
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If your sales team is struggling to convert leads – even after employing a MAP – you 

are not alone. According to Marketing Sherpa, 61% of B2B marketers send leads direct-

ly to sales. However, out of those leads, only 27% end up being qualified. To bridge the 

gap between the leads that are sales-ready and those that aren’t, you need to reassess 

your lead scoring strategy.

Proper lead scoring helps you prioritize and qualify the best leads for sales. The strat-

egy also increases the effectiveness of marketing and 

sales efforts by ensuring the two departments are in sync.

Develop a more effective model by following the tips 

below.

Distinguish Between Explicit and Implicit Leads

First, you need to be familiar with the two elements that 

comprise of a lead scoring program. These are explicit 

and implicit scoring.

Explicit Scoring. This refers to creating values based on the data you gather from the 

leads. This data is usually given voluntarily, such as through a form. Obviously, if some-

one voluntarily gives your company their information, then that shows a higher level of 

interest in your products or services than someone who just visits your homepage.

REASSESS YOUR 
LEAD SCORING 

MODEL
3
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Sixty-one percent of 
B2B marketers send 

leads directly to sales. 
However, out of those 
leads, only 27% end 
up being qualified.

27%



Implicit Scoring. These are values you gather based on tracking the digital behavior of 

your audience that leads to a sale. Examples of behaviors you can track include content 

downloads, email opens, web page visits, etc. Note when doing implicit scoring that not 

all similar behaviors are equal. For example, people visiting your careers web page are 

less likely to be potential leads than people visiting a product page. 

Determine Your Scoring Criteria

You may choose to partially base your lead scoring on demographic factors. For 

example, if you primarily sell to a certain age group, title, industry or location, you can 

associate higher scores with those demographics.

Another factor that is often neglected in lead scoring is the idea of negative scoring. 

Negative lead scoring can help prevent you passing on unqualified leads to your sales 

team. For example, you may wish to assign a negative score to people who visit your 

site but are not prospects, such as competitors, vendors, job seekers or employees. 

You may also wish to assign negative lead scores to people who don’t provide a 

business email address. Think about what factors would prevent someone from being a 

qualified lead. 

Finally, use lead score decay – this subtracts from a user’s lead score over a period of 

inactivity. If someone was once very active on your site, but hasn’t been back in a year, 

that lead score should automatically adjust down.

Re-Assess Your Lead Scoring Model
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The other set of criteria you can score by is 

behavioral factors. Start by making a list of the 

marketing activities that leads tend to perform 

prior to becoming customers, such as:

>  Signing up for a webinar

>  Watching a product demo

>  Clicking on a CTA in an email

3



Rank the Criteria Accordingly

When you have all of your positive and negative criteria listed out, define and rank 

points according to how important they are. For instance, if you find out that qualified 

leads often download a white paper before they become a customer, white papers 

should be ranked higher on the point scale than other content.

If you are more likely to sell to people aged 18-24, people in that age group should get 

a higher score than other age groups.

Your marketing automation system should make it easy to set 

a point value to collected demographic information, as well as 

each web page or piece of content. 

Select Simple Scoring Levels

After identifying and ranking the most valuable content, 

conversion points and behaviors, tailor your point system to 

mirror the rankings. To make things easier, use a point system 

that goes from 0 to 100. Avoid having thousands of point values 

in you system; it can be too cumbersome to score the leads.

Monitor and Adjust

Finally, let your marketing automation system do the work and tally the scores. Once 

you’ve done this, if your high-scoring leads don’t convert into sales, your lead scoring 

model may need to be adjusted. Review your reports regularly and analyze them to 

make sure the lead scoring process is actually improving your rate of qualified leads 

and conversions.

Lead scoring is a great way to gain insights about your site visitors and to help you 

predict who is most likely to become a customer. These insights can help the marketing 

team determine the types of content or topics that work best, and can save the sales 

team time and effort by letting them connect with leads who are more likely to buy.
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TIP: Just because 
you can score nearly 
everything does not 
mean you should. 

Look for metrics that 
are most helpful in 
lead qualification. 

Start small and work 
your way up.

3 Re-Assess Your Lead Scoring Model



The form landing page is quite possibly the most important part of your marketing strat-

egy since it enables you to capture leads, track conversions and fill the sales pipeline. 

Everything else you do in your associated marketing campaigns – emails, paid advertis-

ing, remarketing, social media posts, direct mail, public relations, etc. – should all direct 

traffic to your landing page and form. 

So, how can you create landing pages that become lead 

generation machines? Well, we just happen to have written 

a whole other eBook just on that topic – The Secrets to a 

Successful Landing Page. Check it out.

Specific to marketing automation, however, you want to be 

sure that you create your form via your MAP, so that your 

leads are automatically integrated into your system. 

You should also create tasks and workflows so that when 

someone fills out a form on your site, the following things happen:

BUILD BETTER  
LANDING PAGES

4
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of B2B businesses use 
landing pages to garner a 
new sales lead for future 

conversion. 
(Marketing Sherpa)

 

68%

>  The contact is associated with the  

proper campaign and lead owner

>  Someone in your organization is noti-

fied that the form has been filled out

>  The contact receives an automated 

thank you email

>  The contact is entered into a drip cam-

paign with follow-up emails/resources

https://www.rogerwest.com/ebook-successful-landing-page/
https://www.rogerwest.com/ebook-successful-landing-page/


This will ensure that as leads come in, they are automatically nurtured. Here are some 

examples of the types of lead nurturing campaigns you can run via your MAP that can 

be triggered by various landing pages you develop.

On average, it takes about 12 marketing touches before an inquiry becomes a real 

opportunity. When you automate some of those touch points, you’ve lightened the load 

on your sales team.

Build Better Landing Pages
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Queries

Engagement

4



We know that leads are more likely to convert to sales if you speak to their specific 

pain points, and provide them with targeted and relevant content that can help solve 

their problems. In fact, according to DemandGen, leads that are nurtured with targeted 

content produce a 20% increase in sales opportunities.

But with leads coming in from different locations, with differ-

ent roles, different problems, from different industries – how 

do you provide a customized online experience?

The answer is personalization.

Unfortunately, when some marketers talk about personaliza-

tion, they may just be referring to the use of a contact’s first 

name in an email, or when a user logs in to your website. 

(“Welcome back, Mike!”)

While this kind of personalization is fine, there is much more that you can do to person-

alize your user’s experience.

Depending on the nature of your website, you may have an area for users to log in and 

create a user profile. Early personalization efforts only came through that route. A user 

indicated their preferences and, for example, would only receive emails about topics 

they were interested in. This is still a viable approach, but we can do more.

GET PERSONAL
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INCREASE IN SALES 
OPPORTUNITIES

Leads who are  
nurtured with targeted 

content produce a

20%



Today, with advances in marketing automation, personalization can happen in real-time, 

on the fly, as users come to your site. And it may be so seamless that the user is not 

even aware of it.

Personalization can mean that some users see an entirely different version of your 

homepage than others. Visitors that meet certain criteria may receive offers or be 

directed to specific landing pages, while other visitors won’t see those offers or pages 

at all. Basically personalized dynamic digital content can be served to your users based 

on different criteria, including:

Get Personal
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1

3

4

2

Behavior – Have your users been to your site before, or is this their first 

time? (Perhaps new visitors get a welcome offer; long time visitors receive 

something for their loyalty.) Have they downloaded a certain document or 

visited a specific page? Did they put something in their shopping cart, but 

not finish the transaction?

Demographics – What city/state/country are they in? What is their gender? 

Age? Income level?

Account-based – If you are targeting certain companies or a specific 

vertical market (like .edu sites), you can personalize based on those factors 

as well, and create a customized web experience for your high priority 

prospects. Read more about Account-based Marketing.

Context – What device is your user accessing your content from? What 

time of day or day of the week do they visit? Did they come to your site 

from a certain ad or campaign?

5

https://www.rogerwest.com/strategy/account-based-marketing/


Once you know what criteria you want to use, and who you want to target, you 

can begin mapping out the content you want your different audiences to see. 

Personalization can cross multiple media and impact your website, email marketing, 

social media marketing and more. Explore and experiment with your MAP’s 

personalization capabilities and track the results so you can build an effective 

personalization strategy. 

Get Personal
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>  66% of marketers reported that enhanced targeting 

and personalization were top benefits of marketing 

automation.  (Aberdeen)

>  In a study of 650 multi-channel marketing 

campaigns, personalized campaigns consistently and 

overwhelmingly beat out static campaigns in generating 

a high response rate from recipients.  (Mindfire)

>  Personalized calls-to-action result in a 42% higher 

conversion rate than calls-to-action that are the same for 

all visitors.  (Hubspot)

>  Personalized emails improve click-through rates by an 

average of 14% and conversion rates by 10%. (Aberdeen)

Getting Personal Yields Real Results

of marketers reported 
that enhanced targeting 
and personalization were 
top benefits of marketing 

automation.

66%

5



A/B split testing is one of those things that all marketers know is important, but many 

don’t think they can take the time to do. However, if you want to optimize your conver-

sion rates, some simple testing can go a long way. And the good news is that your MAP 

can make testing faster and easier than ever.

Things you can split test with your MAP:

ENHANCE PERFORMANCE WITH  
ONGOING A/B 

TESTING
6
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Emails:

> Text vs. HTML

> Subject lines

> Design elements/layout

> CTAs

> Type of Offer/Resource

> Lists

Forms:

> Headline

> No. of fields/required  

fields

> Types of fields

> CTAs

Landing Pages:

> Headers/Graphics

> Colors

> Layout

> Headlines

> Copy

> Keywords

> CTAs



You can also test regular web pages, types of content consumed and more.

The important thing to remember with A/B split testing is to only test a single criteria at 

a time. If you change a number of factors at once, you won’t know what caused differ-

ing results. Additionally, make sure your lists are large enough that the differences are 

statistically significant. 

Most MAPs offer the ability to split lists, copy emails, create duplicate forms, etc. which 

makes it easy to make A/B testing an ongoing part of your marketing strategy. 

Be sure to track results over time and test your conclusions. Ultimately, this will help you 

create a lean, mean marketing machine.

Enhance Performance with Ongoing A/B Testing
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Finally, just because your MAP is online doesn’t mean it can’t help you with more tradi-

tional, offline marketing. Set up workflows to trigger notifications and reminders to your 

sales team to take actions.

For example, you could set a workflow to send an email notification to a specific sales 

person to place a call once a lead reaches a certain lead score or downloads a certain 

piece of content.

TRIGGER
OFFLINE EVENTS

7
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Avoid Anonymity

Another cool feature of most MAPs is the ability to identify anonymous web visitors. 
This can do two main things:

1 2If a website visitor fills out a form 
on your site, your MAP will be able 
to tell you what pages they visited 
or online behaviors they exhibited 
on your site even before they gave 
you their contact info. This can be 
helpful in determining what might 
guide a visitor to conversion.

Based on IP address, most MAPs 
can tell you if your site is being 
visited by someone within a 
specific company or organization. 
This can let you know if someone 
is researching your business, and 
can help salespeople identify 
additional prospects.



Have your sales team review who is visiting your site on a regular basis. Since most 

MAPs can identify the organization your visitors are visiting from, you’ll be able to tell if 

a company is researching you and might be ripe for a call.

You can also set up notifications or reminders so that you can send out a direct mail 

piece, corporate gift or special offer based on specific dates – a client’s birthday, web-

site launch, etc. Mixing online and offline efforts lets you more effectively “surround the 

sale” and nurture your leads.

Summary

All of this may seem like a lot of work – it is. But you’ve already invested in a market-

ing automation tool, and these tips can help ensure that you get a good return on that 

investment. 

Hopefully, you now know some steps you can take to improve your MAP’s perfor-

mance, including:

 1. Review Your Sales Funnel & Create Common Definitions

 2. Map Content to Different Personas at the Various Stages of the Buyer’s Journey

 3. Reassess Your Lead Scoring Model

 4. Build Better Landing Pages

 5. Get Personal

 6. Enhance Performance with Ongoing A/B Testing

 7. Trigger Offline Events

Trigger Offline Events
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Don’t get overwhelmed. Implementing these steps can and should be a gradual  

process. As you start to see better results, you’ll be motivated to use more of your 

MAP’s features and explore more capabilities.

In the meantime, if there’s anything we can do to help, don’t hesitate to let us 

know. LET’S TALK. 

http://www.rogerwest.com/contact-us/

